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JOURNAL DU TRIATHLON
2013: RECORD IRONMAN FINISHERS

Trophies
Galore

BUT THE LADIES HAVE THE LAST WORD

Well one trophy and a
bottle of wine, when 27
team members cycled
from Levallois (Paris) to
Hon feur
(Coast).
Expatriés got the prizes
for most foreigners and
most ladies in a team
(4500 participants).
One of the girls also
came frst in her frst
ever
Aquathlon,
and
picked
up
other
silverware which shows
the ladies really are
strong in the team.
2013 also saw 5 of the
boys
complete
full
distance
Ironman
challenges
in
times
ranging from 10hrs to
14hrs.

2013 Team Member Stats
1

2

3

4

5
Experience Level

Category

Country of Origin

Anyone ever told you that iron man is a super hero, iron woman is a command? With more and more
women taking part in triathlon we thought it was time to reassess what being an iron person really
means. Here are the best (and worst) stereotypes on super endurance athletes of each gender:

IRONMAN

VS

Personality: Is an alpha male with an ego to match
Style: Anything with an M-Dot
Transport: Spent more on his bike than his car, if he even
has a car
Beauty tip: Legs smoother than the day he was born
Culture: Replaced his subscription to Playboy with
Cyclist Magazine, 220 Triathlon and Men’s Running
Politics: Considering a move to Australia where
politicians claim race fees back on expenses
Likely to say: For some sports you need a ball, for
triathlon you need two

IRONWOMAN
Personality: Either a hard worker with a “can-do”
attitude or a complete diva
Style: Comfort is king, with a fashionable edge – no
pink!
Transport: Swims, bikes, runs… tout simplement
Beauty tip: Takes mascara off before the swim
Culture: Museums and the theatre are a thing of the
past when you have a 25-hour training week
Politics: Avoids comparisons with another certain
‘Iron Lady’.
Likely to say: Does my bum look big in this wetsuit /
cycle shorts / tri-suit?
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EXPATRIES TOP TRUMPS

How to play:

This is a game for two or more players in which the object is to win all
the cards. No amount of training will infuence the outcome of a game
of Expatriés Top Trumps.

SEAN HURST

NICK LAMB

The Big Kid

El Présidente

CAT THOMAS
Unstoppable

SWIMMING.....8
Above average technique let down by
lack of consitency and core muscles

SWIMMING.....6
Still slightly afraid of the water but
making improvements

SWIMMING.....4
It might not seem high, but at the
start of the season she was at 0

CYCLING.....6
No fear of distance but cycling style
leaves a lot to be desired
RUNNING.....9
Technically strong covers long
distances with ease

CYCLING.....7
If you have time and money you can
get good at cycling
RUNNING.....6
A good runner but is usually too
tired to prove it

CYCLING.....6
Owes much to the Field Marshall,
now to put it all into practise
RUNNING.....
7
Strongest
discipline knows what
she is doing here and finishes well

Whoever won the cards then chooses any attribute to read from their
next card, and again whoever has the best value of this attribute on
their top card wins the cards and has the next turn. This continues for
as many turns as necessary. Players drop out of the game as they run
out of cards. Whoever collects all the cards wins the game and gets to
buy the next round.

ADDITIONAL.....10

ADDITIONAL.....10

ADDITIONAL.....10

ARIEL LITKE

KATH HARRISON

All the cards are dealt and players hold their cards in a face up stack so
that they can see their frst card only and other players cannot see their
card. Do not leave your cards when you go to the toilet because Nick
will steal your best ones.
The starting player chooses one attribute - for example swim. Everyone
reads out the value of that attribute on their frst card and whoever has
the highest value wins all the frst cards, collects them and places
them at the bottom of their stack. Anyone lying about the value on
their card will have their team membership revoked.

Energiser Bunny

SWIMMING.....8
What he lacks in technique he
makes up for in sheer energy
CYCLING.....7
Will be unstopable once he works
out how to use the gears
RUNNING.....8
Leaves everyone for dust over short
distances, a little to learn over the
long competitions
ADDITIONAL.....0
Spent too much time in Scotland,
even developed a slightly scottish
accent

TOTAL = 23/40

SEB GUERIN
Mighty Mouse

SWIMMING.....6
Works very hard, but poor
technique tires him out
CYCLING.....8
A real-life mountain goat, loves to
climb
RUNNING.....7
Just gets on with it, improving
technique would help with speeds
ADDITIONAL.....0
Ended the season badly by eloping.

TOTAL = 21/40

Power was in his hair this year, with
a dazzling new coupe

TOTAL = 33/40

If you got round Chantilly without
complaining you get 10

TOTAL = 29/40
LESLY BOVE
The Machine

Miss Motivator

SWIMMING.....6
Has come a long way, and now
attacks the swim fearlessly
CYCLING.....7
Found her forté then lost it, now
fighting to get it back
RUNNING.....6
Injury caused issues all season,
potential is there though
ADDITIONAL.....5
Wimped out of Chantilly, but gets extra
credit for doing other stupid things
during the season (Liege)

TOTAL = 24/40

Extra points for Beauvais and the
London Tri

TOTAL = 27/40
TOTAL
= 30/40
CARO
MALCOLM
Legs Eleven

SWIMMING.....9
Swimming technique to match his
chest, smooth and strong.

SWIMMING.....5
Learning the hard way that
technique is important to work on

CYCLING.....9
High cadence rider whose only fault
is that he always has earphones in

CYCLING.....7
Beginning to show some real
promise on the bike

RUNNING.....9
Excellent posturegives good speed
and makes the run look easy

RUNNING.....9
Strong, very strong – has an unfair
physical advantage ;-)

ADDITIONAL.....5

ADDITIONAL.....0

Some excellent HIM results, but
nothing challenging enough

TOTAL = 32/40

Wimped out of Chantilly, expect to
see more scoring next year.

TOTAL = 21/40

NEW KIT
2014
GEORGIA LONG
Go LONG !

PAUL GUILLOCHON
Boy Scout

RABI SWEIDEN
Sprint Specialist

SUZIE TOWNE

ADRIAN BREWIN

Townie

“I'm getting out its
cold”

SWIMMING.....10
Exits the swim with the Pros, thats
the last she sees of them tough...

SWIMMING.....3
Puts in a lot of effort, but doesn't get
anywhere – LEARN TECHNIQUE

SWIMMING.....6
Slowly making progress getting rid
of issues one by one

SWIMMING.....5
Improving in the pool, needs to
convert this to competition results

SWIMMING.....7
A good swimmer although taken by
surprise by the lake

CYCLING.....5
Can do it when she wants to, rarely
wants to though
RUNNING.....6
Runs well especially if there is the
possibility of going to the bar
afterwards
ADDITIONAL.....5
Considered racing without
wetsuit....didn't

CYCLING.....5
Only bike training he does is
commuting across the city
RUNNING.....7
Works hard at this, and doesn't shy
away from a challenge

CYCLING.....6
Love-hate relationship with the bike,
one day they will get it together
RUNNING.....6
A tough season with injuries, lost
points for not doing Chantilly

CYCLING.....7
A few early mornings have done the
trick, getting strong on the bike
RUNNING.....5
Improving well on the run with good
form, but needs to do more !

CYCLING.....6
Unstoppable on the Brompton,
attacks well on Tri-bike too
RUNNING.....8
Strong runner picks it up towards
the end – one to watch out for

ADDITIONAL.....5
Enthusiasm to compete is marred only
by lack of training and preparation

ADDITIONAL.....5
Good runner but style change caused
injuries, must think about posture

ADDITIONAL.....5

ADDITIONAL.....5
A balanced first season, expect
great things next year though

TOTAL = 26/40
CAROLE LUO

Miss-d-objective

TOTAL = 20/40
JAMIE CORCORAN
Nutter

TOTAL = 23/40
KATH J-M

Madeline Proust

Did Chantilly, but lost points for
cheating in Versailles

TOTAL = 22/40
PENNY STOCKDALE
Will beat us all

TOTAL = 26/40
Dicky Underwood
Corporal
Punishment

SWIMMING.....6
Beginning to make some progress
in this area – keep going ;-)

SWIMMING.....6
Learns proper technique instantly,
forgets it instantly too

SWIMMING.....5
Fearless when it comes to water
temperature.

SWIMMING.....6
Technically good, needs to do some
muscle work to get quicker

SWIMMING.....9
Strong, glides through the water like
a hot knife through butter

CYCLING.....4
The big question – does she ever
go out and train on her bike ?
RUNNING.....6

CYCLING.....7
Strong on short distances, slows on
longer, bike from late 80s.
RUNNING.....9
Won't be in France for main races,
but will still be competing

CYCLING.....5
Another of Field Marshalls recruits,
competent - but should attack more
RUNNING.....5

CYCLING.....9
Doesn't need a high priced super-bike,
prefers cycling the classic way – hard !

Same as cycling, runs well but
could push herself more

CYCLING.....6
Her light weight is a huge
advantage going up hills
RUNNING.....6
As with the swim just needs to build
up physical strength to get quicker

ADDITIONAL.....5
Experienced runner, madman on
short dashes but can go long too

ADDITIONAL.....5

ADDITIONAL.....5

Experienced runner, will always
finish but should try to go faster
ADDITIONAL.....0
Started the season with many
objectives, which disappeared one
by one

TOTAL = 16/40

TOTAL = 27/40

RUNNING.....9
Always keeps a ittle in the tank for
the run
ADDITIONAL.....5

Likes all the 'non-triathlon' parts of
triathlon

Gets points for Beauvais, lost them
for not doing Chantilly

Tendancy to choose stupidly long
competitions

TOTAL = 20/40

TOTAL = 23/40

TOTAL = 32/40
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PAUL SHOEMAKER
Field Marshall

EXPATRIES TOP TRUMPS
ROB EVANS
KILLER

SHANNON KIERNAN
The Student

DAVID BURNS

PAUL BETTS

Shana

Betsy

SWIMMING.....5
The achillies heel of so many, body
shape plays an important role

SWIMMING.....5
Always happy to bear his naked
chest, less so in the water though

SWIMMING.....6
Has the ability but needs to get in
the pool a little more and practise !

SWIMMING.....4
Can make progress if he trys a bit
more regularly

CYCLING.....9
Turned a bunch of debutants into a
frearless spinning machine
RUNNING.....9
Heavy on the legs doesn't stop him
punishing the marathons

CYCLING.....6
Likes her cycling and can often be
found out meandering the valleys

CYCLING.....7
Should be stronger given the
number of bikes the family has
RUNNING.....9

Emigrted to southern UK, at least it
wasn't the north I guess

CYCLING.....5
Never really got into his cycling
lycras.......thankfully
RUNNING.....9
A solid runner, hilariously quick over
short distances, strong over longer
ADDITIONAL.....5
Made it his personal mission to
attempt to kill as many members of
the team as possible with burpees

TOTAL = 23/40

TOTAL =24/40

ADDITIONAL.....0

BLYTHE MILBURY
The Bookworm

ANNA & PAUL
Les Versaillais

RUNNING.....5
Gives it too much on the bike so the
run is often difficult
ADDITIONAL.....5
Just starting out in Triathlon, lots
more to go..

TOTAL = 22/40
VERO REMY
Veronica

May get some additional points if he
sabotages Poissy next season
ADDITIONAL.....0
The main event, does all his
overtaking here, very strong

TOTAL = 20/40
CHA CHA

SWIMMING.....6
Loads of upper body strength works
against him, as lacks technique
CYCLING.....4
Needs to get out a lot more, its all
about spinning
RUNNING.....8
After a good rest on the bike he
always has great power on the run
ADDITIONAL.....10
Never afraid attacking the front, not
always a good idea but great to do
it

TOTAL = 28/40

JIM DOYLE

The Shark

Jensen

SWIMMING.....5
Made good progress this year, but
needs to be more regular

SWIMMING.....5
Good local pool facilities meant we
never saw them in Paris

SWIMMING.....5
Warm water specialist likes the
warm water a little too much though

SWIMMING.....10
Won her first Aquathlon, very
smooth technique

SWIMMING.....5
Made a lot of improvement this year
but still a way to go

CYCLING.....5
Gained in confidence once we got
her helmet on straight
RUNNING....5
Much improved form this year, but still
biting off more than she can chew

CYCLING.....9
Regulars the sunday bike ride both
of them strong
RUNNING.....5
Lots of potential injury hazards here
makes running difficult

CYCLING.....6
Pretty serious on the bike, although
could go quicker
RUNNING.....9

CYCLING.....6
Upgraded to a serious bike, now
has to actually use it
RUNNING.....9

Fit and injury free, but has a
tendancy to 'bounce' around the run

CYCLING.....6
Penalised due to low cost Vs usage
ratio
RUNNING.....7
Often showed dominance on the
track, but not over distance

ADDITIONAL.....5

ADDITIONAL.....5

ADDITIONAL.....0

Not much goes wrong in this
department
ADDITIONAL.....5
Gets points for winning competitions,
Loses points for going to HK

Made a great effort to keep some
regular running events going

Made an effort to be part of the
team even though a long way away

TOTAL = 20/40

TOTAL = 24/40

PASCALE VERNETTI
Betty Boop

VALENTIN PAJOT
Princess

After Mallorca havn't seen her
nearly enough

TOTAL = 20/40
CLEA BIGGELOW
'Clear'

TOTAL = 30/40
ARLETT SCHMITT

SWIMMING...8
A strong swimmer, needs to work
on wetsuit pose a little more though

SWIMMING.....8
Good competent swimmer, crosses
lakes with ease

CYCLING.....9
New bikes and specially adapted
car complete the set
RUNNING.....9
The master of the appropriate but
revealing clothing, ladies love it

CYCLING.....5
Perhaps the only chink in her
mighty armour – must get out more!
RUNNING.....9

CYCLING.....8

As with swimimng strong, but
posture needs work

A good all-rounder, needs tehnique
work but has good strength

ADDITIONAL.....5

ADDITIONAL.....0
The first to graduate from the
Expaties school and move to higher
education – we shall miss him

ADDITIONAL.....0
Spends too much time in foreign
countries

ADDITIONAL.....0

TOTAL = 27/40

USEFUL GEL COMPARATIVES

TOTAL = 22/40

TOTAL = 28/40

Mickey Mouse

SWIMMING.....9
Great technique improvements
shows how expert advice can help

TOTAL = 21/40

Amazing resolve this year
overcoming injury setbacks

DICKY YARSLEY

Ironlady

SWIMMING.....5
Hopefully next year she will come to
the pool ?
CYCLING.....5
Has been known to cycle but
only in 'non extreeme'
conditions
RUNNING.....6
Loves to run and once she gets
going always gets to the end
Spent far too much time in the UK
this year

ADDITIONAL.....10

A hard cyclist will stick to the wheel of
the person in front and not give up
RUNNING.....9

Sneakily going to live in Annecy to
be able to do better training.

TOTAL = 25/40

Formed in 2012, this highly talented choral
group have written and recorded their own
song entry for Eurovision 2014,
‘I Believe I Can Swim’.
The daring octet will rock Europe with their
outstanding voices coupled with never-seenbefore instruments culled from their
triathlon kits.
‘I Believe I Can Swim’ is a classic sing-a-long
song to beat those off-season blues.
Let’s make it happen – vote now to send
‘James and the Doylies’ to Eurovision!
Listen free to ‘I Believe I Can Swim’ at
http://www.expatries-triathlon.com and cast
your vote.

SWIMMING.....6
Excellent at all varieties of tumble
turns and somersaut entries
CYCLING.....6
Firm beleiver that a good bike will
change everything
RUNNING.....6
Little legs are a disadvantage but
he battles through well
ADDITIONAL.....5
Took on fatherly responsibilities so
performances can be excused –
just this once ?!!

TOTAL = 23/40

James and the Doylies
Choral Group

FREE OFFICIAL ‘TRI-RESCUE’ T-SHIRT!!!
Bonking ? Feeling Faint ? Ready to Collapse ?
Tri-Rescue is made for you! We offer personalized services to make
sure your experience of triathlon racing isn’t a complete disaster
ending in humiliation, agonizing pain and, in some cases, death.
You may be a crappy athlete, but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
be treated like a queen! Simply press the big red button on your
Tri-Rescue wristband and our trained team of doctors, masseuses,
chefs, mascots , perfomers and actors pretending to be your
adoring girl- or boyfriend will instantly swoop in by helicopter to
give you all the comfort you deserve, Contact our sales
representative:- Ida Lika-Ripoff..
•

TRi-Rescue- We come in, When you pass out
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EXPATRIES CHALLENGE
Tri-Curlers

Season 2012 / 2013
The end of the 2
right hard work.

nd

Expatriés challenge saw a mix of inevitability, fghting to the end and down

For the senior men Nick was always going to score heavily as he was down to take part in
almost every competition, so not much room for others to gain points except by scoring well in
other long distance competitions. Many of the other boys did just that, with 5 completing
Ironman distances.
The even-more-senior men was a different story with a highly competitive feld once again the
champion would not be decided until the very last race of the season.
This was a season of discovery for Cat, who could possibly consider that she over-reached
slightly in her frst season, but then this is what being a Triathlete is all about, and as with Nick
scored heavily by turning up and getting the competition experience under her belt.

Limited edition 9,99€

Because long hair for Triathletes just
came back into fashion
The Scoring System
Any scoring system will have its critics, and with a wide competition like this
trying to give points to everyone has lead to 'disturbances', so next year things
will be different (see back page). This year points were scored at the following
competitions, based either on place in team, place in category or place overall.
Meudon / Versailles / Enghien / Belfort / Deauville / Dijon / Moisson / Beauvais /
Various Ironmans / Chantilly / Vichy / Sartrouville / Aix / Barcelona

All 3
scored
points in
Ironman

Made every
competition
going and then
some more

A fght to the
last.....

Fewer
competitions –
strong
performances

Fewer
competitions,
but big points
scorers

Solid
competition
Injuries /
availability
problems

Injuries /
availability
problems
Just one
competition –
frst timers

MALLORCA

TRI-CAMPS 2013

Two days after the frst taste of triathlon for the year at Meudon, 11 Expatriés headed
to the spring sunshine in Mallorca for Tricamp. After being greeted by the team and
meeting fellow 'campers' around the dinner table, talk of an early morning run the next
day went out the window.

Day 1: Acclimatisation - 6km ride to the pool for a
video session followed by a 'gentle' 60km ride.
'Gentle' is of course a relative term, as is
'undulating' and for many, this was the frst time
they had encountered a real hill, realising that the
climb out of Paris to Versailles does not count!
Surprising to all was that Kathryn almost kept up
with the boys and powered up the hill. Although
strong, Clea was hindered by her selection of hire
bike – she went for a TT !!
Day 2: reinforced that this was not a holiday. Morning run before breakfast for the
hardcore (Nick and Seb), 60km ride after breakfast, then open water sea swim session;
all before lunch. Suitably adorned with wetsuit lovebites (no one had remembered
bodyglide), we moved onto running technique training. We learned to stand up
straight, bend our knees, pump our arms and not fall over.
Day 3: was Sa Colobra Day; one of the best hill climbs/descents on the island. The
workout was to reach the top, enjoy the 10km down the other side, then turn round
and come back up again, where the picnic in the sun would be waiting...The bar had
been set by the coaches of reaching the summit in just over 30 mins. Lesly was frst up
in 43 mins. It was tough, but we all conquered a Real Hill and all warranted the BBQ
that night!
Day 4: was rest day - holiday right?! 10km morning run for some before back to the
pool in the afternoon. We did get a night out on the town though, forgetting after the
few pints of G&T that we had the Mallorca half iron man bike course to ride in the
morning… After the 1st hour of the course uphill, most of the hangovers had dispersed
and it was quick down the hill and smashing out the fats along the seafront home for
lunch.
Day 6: time to pull it all together with some time trial Brick session repeats: 5km out
on the bike, 5km back into the wind and 2km run to fnish. Advice from the pros - "Just
smash it!" Then just to fnish off the legs, the day culminated in the sprint up the
famous steps of Pollenca. Even coach Troy
couldn't keep going full pelt up all 365 to the
top! The view was worth it though. All agreed, it
had been a mentally and physically tough week,
but extremely fun and we were all coming home
ftter and stronger and wanting to come back
next year!

Just one
competition –
frst timers

STABLES

You never forget your frst Tricamp, and like all frst timers, 3 Expatriés, Catherine, Suzie and
Georgia (and honorary member Jack, Georgia’s Dad) had so many questions about how it was
going to be. Would we be able to hack the pace? Was it really 10 hrs a day swimming, biking
and running? Would the other Triathlon ‘holidaymakers’ leave us eating their dust? All this and
more was answered during a hot week in July in the beautiful Dordogne at Les Stables Tri camp.
It is an easy journey down on the train from Paris and once arrived we settled into the fabulous
converted stable building in a three bedroom apartment decorated with cycle jerseys and
stocked with all you can need for self -catering. The owners / trainers Mark and Sibs were
welcoming, professional and a great laugh too. A quick orientation jog on arrival and then
welcome drinks to calm the nerves!
The schedule for the week ran roughly like this: bike or run in the
morning and then afternoon swim technique sessions. Day 5 was
the open water river swim.
The riders were split into three ability levels and sessions were
challenging. The weather was kind (mostly) and the terrain
comparable to the Chevreuse. Run sessions were guided runs
through the countryside, on quiet roads or on trails. The swim
sessions are what made this Tricamp exceptional with the
coaching from Sibs enabling all to improve and impressive results
for a number of people that week. Jack however was a hard nut to
crack for Sibs as his Australian style swim technique had been
ingrained for a number of years. He still gallantly took on the
advice, tried it out, then slipped back into his old ways 5 minutes
later.
The open water swim was also a highlight. Could they transfer the
techniques learned in the pool to the river?! Suzie decided her
wetsuit wasn’t helping that day and needed to remove it half way
down the river, completing the rest in just a swimsuit.
The following day was the brick session, a mini
triathlon competition between all the triathletes
that week. Our three Expatriés proved they all
had different strengths entirely with Georgia
coming out of the pool way ahead, Suzie
catching up many lost minutes on the bike and
Cat chasing everyone down on the run.
We worked really hard that week. Of course,
there was time between sessions to sunbathe,
shop, use the pool at leisure, and our evenings
free, but the sessions were tough.
We did wonder if we would make it through the
week at times, but we did. And when we left, we
knew we were taking home with us stronger
bodies, stronger minds and wonderful memories.
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EXPATRIES CHALLENGE

Meudon - Super Sprint Triathlon – 17th March

Nick, Val, Ariel, David, Seb, Thomas, James, Richard, Kristin, Charlotte, Clea, Caroline, Cat, Kathryn, Blythe, Jamie, Adrian, Sean, Rabi, Paul
This year’s start to the competition season fell on Paddy’s Day and perhaps it was the lure of the green beer at the pub afterwards as a reward
that saw debutantes Blythe, Cat and Kathryn brave the swim and the other more experienced members charge through to the end. It was a
great team turn-out with 20 Expatriés competing over three waves and the Feddersen/Yarsley clan cheering from the poolside.
Wave 4 saw Rich start well in the 300m swim, but lack of sleep for 1 st time Dad meant he fell behind. Val and Charlotte charged ahead, despite
Val getting the talc out to dry himself off after the swim, to fnish 1 st and 2nd. Sadly Val’s transition cost him, as Nick tucked his hair away in a
swift hat changing transition and crossed the line in his heat 8 seconds ahead of Val.
Wave 5 for the girls saw Clea show them how the swim was meant to go and crossed the line frst ahead of Kathryn, and lastly Blythe to a
cheering crowd. Wave 6 was a fght between Ariel, already known as the team’s energizer bunny (fastest swim-time of the team) and Kristin, who
overtook him on the bike, but couldn’t hold him in the grueling hill run. Nevertheless, her performance earned her a place in the fnal 6 ladies.
The MAMILs (Middle Aged Men in Lycra) clearly demonstrated their competitive streak. A strong ride saw Adrian fnish 4 seconds behind Jamie, with Sean only 1 second behind in the run.
Rabi’s superb show in the water had slightly exhausted him for the remaining legs, but still came in only a 1min40secs after. The gauntlet had been lain down for the Vet category this
year.
A great start to the season: no drowning of newbies, unknowns became new members to watch out for and our reputation as a great club grew within the Paris tri community.

Liège-Bastogne-Liège - “La Doyenne” of Classic Cycle Races - Belgium - 20th April

Nick, Kathryn, Jamie, Frank, Jeff, Paul G, Rabi, Paul S, Cat, James, Caroline, Dave, Seb, Blythe

This event is worthy of a mention, as a good group of us headed to what we thought was a fat country to tackle what is reportedly the most challenging of the classics on the
circuit. With the option of 80km, 160km, or 276km, had the Expatriés bitten off more than they could chew so early in the season?
On arrival in Belgium, we were greeted by rain, traffc jams, potholes, a grey town and a hotel more akin to staying in prison cells. We prayed
for a dry start in the morning, but race day started with a team shopping spree as we had all underestimated the cold and wind chill factor.
Little did we know that competing in terrible weather was going to be a theme for this year's competitions… (Megève, Deauville, Chantilly…)
Nick was up and out early to brace the full distance. The rest of us rode to the start intending to stay together for some pack riding to fnd the
offcial start was at the base of a hill and we promptly separated! This set the tone for the course - the hills kept coming and at a max. of 20%
gradient, they were brutal. All agree, it was not a nice race, but it was defnitely eventful. After missing the turn for the 80km course, Jeff, Frank
and Kathryn found themselves on the 160km course with Paul G. Whilst the others turned back, Kathryn took the foolish decision to keep Paul
company. They briefy regrouped with Paul S, James, Jamie and Dave at the 55km food-stop, but they were soon alone and after several cramps,
getting her knee strapped by the Red Cross and her chain snapping on the hill at 115km (and fxed by the Mavic team), Kathryn and Paul fnally
crossed the line in a tortuous 9.5 hours of actual cycling, behind Nick, who had already fnished the 276km!
To sum up: 1 fat tyre, several slipped chains and 1 broken, too many hills and a lot of pain. Yet we all completed it and for many, it was their frst and longest ever bike ride.

Versailles (Triathlon du Roi) - Sprint Triathlon - 11th May

Blythe, Cat, Clea, Kathryn, Suzie, Nick, Seb, Rich, Dave, Jamie, Rabi, Adrian, Sean, Paul B, Paul S & Paul G
The 1st of the outdoor Ile de France league season triathlons has a reputation for being a little chilly. Water temperature hotly debated,
Rabi wondered if 'Wetsuit optional' meant he could wear 2, and Jamie just back form the North of England was threatening to do it just in
his speedos. The fnal analysis was 15.2°C was cold, but we'd had worse.
The event split the guys and the girls, who were up frst. All triathlon virgins (Blythe, Cat, Clea, Kathryn and Suzie, the somewhat nervous girls got themselves set-up in the transition
zone and transformed into 5 pink-headed penguins to make their way slowly to the waters edge! The gun went off and it was at this point where training went out the window,
survival became the goal and breast stroke the method of choice, with Blythe even slipping into double armed back stroke. Clea was frst out – no surprises there, but then next up
was Kathryn who had worked very hard on her swimming and clearly showing huge improvement. But Cat was hot on her heels and overtook her in transition, then came Suzie, and
fnally Blythe with her unrelenting (although slightly quivering) smile. Knee issues meant Kathryn slowed in the ride and Cat passed her in the run, Clea fell on the bike twice, and
Suzie surprised us to cross the line frst. It was then she realised she should have listened in the race briefng, as she had only done 1 lap of the lake - disqualifed. Regardless, each
had lost their triathlon cherry and promptly celebrated with champagne and roast chicken at the team picnic.
It was then time for the boys (all seasoned pros!) to show them how it was done. The 11 men (4 senior, 7 veterans) had to brave the cold
due to a delayed start, but then made it out quick. Nick frst in a fairly decent 12mins, Seb hot on his heels as always and Rich who had
obviously been taking lessons from someone only 9 secs behind him. A couple minutes later the Vets started appearing – Shoe, Sean, Rabi,
Jamie then came the other senior Dave, followed by the rest of them.
Transitions were mixed: some sat down to dry their leg hair, added wooly socks, even forgot their shoes, Dave fell off the bike into the
bushes… Meanwhile the Vets paired off like young lovebirds: Betts and Adrian nearly neck and neck (until Paul left him behind in the run)
and Sean and Shoe never more than a minute apart and who ran side by side in the last lap of the run to nearby be disqualifed for holding
hands. As they made such a pretty couple, luckily they were let off!

Dijon Weekend - Sprint & Long Distance - 6-7th July

Finally, a weekend of hot and sunny weather for the competition and a great week for British sport (Alistair Brownlee destroyed the feld at
Kitzbuhel, Jodie Stimpson made it a GB double at the world's toughest tri, then Murray broke the 77 year wait for a home soil Champion.
Needless to say the Expatris were fred up to conquer the Dijon triathlons.
Saturday's Sprint - Nick, Kristine, Arlett, Georgia, Cat and Blythe
It was a beach start, so nerves were high. But at the sound of the gun, they dashed forward into the lake as the gun sounded with Kristine
instantly fipping onto her back, Georgia powering off into the lead and Arlett fnding her stride. Cat and Blythe actually got their heads in
and swam front crawl. 8 mins later and Nick started the hunt, catching both Blythe and Cat, but not the others. All were shocked to fnd the
nastly little hill on the bike after a sharp turn in the course and it was here Nick caught the others and learnt some new swear words from
Arlett. All succeeded the tricky course and it was still anyone's competition as they entered the quick 5km run. Running is Cat's strong point
and saw her chase down the lead 3, but to no avail. Christine powered home frst, with Arlett second, only 3 secs ahead of Georgia. Only a
couple of mins later saw Cat cross the line, with Blythe completing her 2nd tri on a borrowed bike and in a quicker time than her 1st race. It
was a good result for all.
Sunday's Long Distance - Nick, Seb, James and Rich
It was looking to be a scorcher of a day with the water temp. at 21o already by 10am. It dawned on them that they would be racing in the
heat for the best part of the entire day…
The swim was 2 x 1.5km with an Aussie out and in on the beach in between. Some were too eager to start and got dragged back out the
water, before the gun went off and everyone rushed in, except Rich who calmly strolled in waving to the camera. The 1st lap was hectic,
but things evened out and all had a quicker 2nd lap. Nick was 1st out after 51mins, but struggled to get his wetsuit off, which meant Seb
closed him down in transition, only 8 mins behind, with Rich not long after. Finally cane James fnishing his longest ever swim and he was
not in last place.
Onto the ride, the course going further along the river from the Sprint. Nick was feeling weak and wondered when Seb was going to overtake. Rich decided to take the ride easy and
James came into his element, overtaking James for 3rd place. The course has lots of ups and downs and at 60km in, Seb still hadn't passed Nick and had not had the beneft of
tackling the last major hill from the day before.
Only the annoying 20km run to go before cooling off and sunbathing on the lake side… Nick was regretting not wearing socks as the blisters starting to form. The 2 loop course
meant your could see each other and after 3km, Nick could see Seb was chasing him down, c. 15 mins back - could he hold him off? Great cheers from the girls in pole picnic position
after the transition stage helped spur them all on, but they began to wonder what had happened to Rich. It turned out his decision to take it easy in the heat (not wanting to repeat
ending on a drip this year!) meant he missed the cut-off by a meager 3 mins. So, Nick crossed the line in 5:43, Seb just behind in 6:09 and James in a well fought 6:36.
All agreed - a wonderful weekend, something for everyone, well organised, good freebies, friendly people and great weather: almost hope that Paris Tri is cancelled again next year
so we can go back and repeat!
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League Series
•
•
•
•

Open to everyone: 4 categories –
(Senior Men/Women and Veteran
Men/Women)
There is one award per category
(minimum 4 competitors)
Five offcial league scoring events +
2 wildcard events chosen by
members
Points are awarded according to
distance completed and fnishing
position

Ask Uncle Ari

*Specifc group events entry will be funded by the team
**Wildcard events can include any event of this distance

OUR VERY OWN AGONY UNCLE TACKLES SOME OF YOUR MORE PRESSING QUESTIONS

Q: What should I eat and/or drink before a race?
A: We always tell our members to stock up on energy as much as possible before a race for the best performance. For breakfast eat a full-English
breakfast, including bacon, sausages, and try to sneak in a Scottish haggis or two in there. Ten minutes before the race fnd a McDonald’s nearby and
order a super-size Double Big Mac menu. For the race all the nutrients and glucose you need are contained in NYC cheesecakes. In addition to being
very convenient to eat, cheesecakes are delicious! And don’t forget your milkshakes for hydration (preferably one half-litre milkshake per half-hour)!
After a race many on our team like to drink a couple of bottles of vodka, which helps them fght the too-common post-race energy spike. With that
many nutritious ingredients, your PB is guaranteed to be shattered.
Q: I don’t have a bike; can I still come on one of your rides?
A: Although our team isn’t the quickest in the Ile-de-France, we do keep a steady pace on our rides. So unless you are from East Africa and are able to
keep up an average running speed of 20 mph for 60 km, we suggest you avoid joining our rides until you get a bike. Anyone with a car is welcome to
join us as our “voiture-balai” providing us with drinks and food and changing our tires. Please note that the use of sleigh dogs is not considered an
acceptable mode of transportation in or around Paris.
Q: I want to fnish an Iron Man- distance triathlon this year, but I don’t like pain, I fnd sweating gross, I get bored after an hour of any activity and I
most defnitely cannot stand lycra. Do you have any tips?
A: Triathlon might not be the right sport for you.......

Kath’s Tips

CLASSIFIEDS

After her frst year of Tri, it has been a pretty steep learning
curve for Kathryn, here are some of her favourite rules
from the world of cycling.....

SALE: French ‘la Marinière’ style wetsuit.
Size L. Fair condition, only worn once for frst 300m of sprint
triathlon only. Suit has some skid marks following unexpected pond
weed situation. Slight tear on exterior due to rapid exit from water.
Suitable for beginner triathlete. Call +33 6 11 22 33 ask for Rob.

#5: Harden the fuck up
#7: Tan lines should be cultivated and kept razor sharp
#12: Correct number of bikes to own is n+1
#32: Humps are for camels – no hydration packs
#50: Facial hair should be carefully regulated
#61: Like your guns, your saddles should be smooth and hard
#85: Descend like a pro – linked to #93: Descents are not for recovery.
Recovery Ales are for recovery
#87: Ride starts on time – no exceptions

SPECIALIST PETS: triathlon training service
Here at Sporting Chance we frmly believe triathletes’ beloved
pets should not be excluded from the action. We provide a tailored
training service to animals wishing to take part in triathlon events
with their owners. We can cater for any size and weight. Like our
Facebook page and we will offer you a free trial session.

FOR HIRE: Tri-cycles (all sizes and colours)
Reduced risk of skidding in the rain. Aerobars can be ftted, handy
basket for keeping kit. Design fully adapted for tri-athletes of all
abilities. Come and see our full feet.
For more information call Rabi or visit www.tri-harder.com.

FOR SALE: Stylish swim cap
Ideal for boutique triathlon events where looks matter. Matching
tri-belt also available. Pop into our store: Monsieur Grossier’s Kit
Shop, 68 rue Saint Arnaque 75011 Paris. Ask for Jamie.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY:
Need a part time position that can ft in with your current commitments? Ever fancy
trying your hand at sales? Sell our energy gels to your local triathlon community.
Here at Go On, Tri It, you would be responsible for pushing these high sugar liquids
to athletes, regardless of calorie needs. Flexible hours, work from home,
commission only pay structure. Contact Paul.Shoemaker@goontriit.com.

Is addiction destroying your life?
If you are fnding it diffcult to give up the gels look no further!
TRI WITHOUT IT We are a registered charity helping triathletes
combat their addictions to energy gels and similar products. Come
to our drop in centre, open Saturdays 11pm to 5am, in the Bois de
Boulogne. We are the white van with the sporty looking E logo.

WHAT'S ON IN
PARIS....

'Chilly' Circuit
Training

MONDAYS

A selection of the Field Marshall's jargon and commands to help get the most out of your cycling
Bagging out: Cancelling a ride or participation in a ride for something other than a death in the
family. ‘Nuff said.
Bonk: To completely run out of energy. Sometimes a rider will forget to eat or think he has enough
food to make it to the fnish without stopping to get food. The result can be catastrophic as the
rider's body runs out of glycogen, the stored chemical the muscles burn for energy.
Café: The real reason we take long rides. The place where all good Euro-cyclists take an all
important break to reload on caffeine and good croissant or pain au chocolat at the local
boulangerie. Generally the owner is happy to fll water bottles as well.
Note: Surprisingly beer or wine is discouraged mid-ride in Europe. This is the one instance of
discretion. Wait for the end of the ride.
Granny gear: A third and smallest front chainring, which is only found on bikes for the feeble.
Roadies don't have, need, or want them.
MAMIL: Abbreviation of middle-aged men in lycra, a popular bicycle buying demographic for highend bicycles.
On your wheel: The condition of being very close to the rear wheel of the rider ahead of you. Used
to inform the rider that you have positioned yourself in their slipstream for optimum drafting. For
example: "I'm on your wheel"
Pedalling circles: Pedalling smoothly and effciently. Good Technique.
Pedalling squares: Riding with considerable fatigue such that the rider is unable to maintain an
effcient pedalling form that is strong and smooth.
Squirrel: Describes someone that rides erratically in the pack, changing pace, weaving, etc. Don’t
be a squirrel!
UCI: The governing world body of cycling, the Union Cycliste Internationale. UCI also set standards
for cycling equipment. Triathlon ignores these requirements and builds cycles for real athletes!!
Seriously though, some tri-bikes aren’t UCI legal.

Track Running
Training

WEDNESDAYS

Swimming
Coaching

THURSDAYS

All about going
long

WEEKENDS

